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1. 
Consider the Dirichlet Series 
f a, exp(sl,) 
n=, 
where s = u + it(a and t real variables), 0 < A, < A, < .*a , k,, * co as n + co, 
representing an analytic functionf(s) in the half plane u < A(-co < A < 00). 
For o<A, set M(a)=l.u.b.-,,,,, 1 f(u + it)\. Then the order p of the 
functionf(s) is defined as 
lim sup 
log log M(u) 
-log(l - &-A) =b ogpsoo. 0-A (1-l) 
0. P. Juneja and K. Nandan [ 1, Theorem l] obtained a formula for p in 
terms of the coeffkients e, and exponents A,. Thus, if 
limsupF=D < co, (1.2) 
n+co n 
then 
~imsuplog+~A~~+logla”ll _ P . 
n-tm 1% A, P+l 
(1.3) 
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Equivalently 
log’ W” •t log Ml 
ii:+:plog A” - log + {AA” t log la, I } = P* (1.4) 
It is the aim of this paper to prove (1.4) by a simple alternative method, 
under a condition much weaker than (1.2). 
2. 
Now we prove 
THEOREM. Let f (s) = CF=, a, exp(sl,) represent an analytic function of 
order p in the half plane o < A and let 
log + W, + 1% I a, II 
!i% log&-log+{Al, tlogJa,l}‘P’* 
Then p1 = p provided there exists an a, 0 < a < pl/(pl t 1), such that 
log n 
li;+stp (~,)” = 6 < co. 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
Proof: First we prove that p > pl. We can assume that p < co and 
p1 > 0, otherwise the inequality is obvious. For a given E > 0, we can find a 
monotone divergent sequence of positive integers {q} such that 
log+{A1,I+logla,,tI 
‘r-e’ logl,k-log+{Ail,~tlogla,,l}’ 
or 
(&I$ (P1-EMpl-E+lf < log (a,kl + AIZnk. 
From the definition of M(u), we have 
1% WI > log I a, I + 4, for all n = 1, 2,..., o <A 
2 loi3 lankI + 4k 
> (A”,> (PI-&)/(PI-E+~) + @-A)& 
for all u < A. We choose u so that 
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Denoting these values of u by ok, we have 
log M(u,) > @I - -f)@ - %YP’- E, 
@’ e-E + l)(PrE+‘) * 
From the choice of the sequence (uk}, it follows that uk-+ A as k--t 00. 
Further, it can be easily seen that as u -+ A, A - u N 1 - eueA. Thus we have 
log M(uk) > (p, - E)( 1 - eok-A)--(pl- ‘) 
@’ _ c + 1)h- E+ 1) ’ 
or 
1% log iwJ/J 
-log( 1 - e”keA) > CA- &I + o(I), 
for k = 1, 2,.... 
Hence we get, on proceeding to limits as k -+ co, 
PaPI* 
To prove the reverse inequality, we again suppose that p1 < 00. Then from 
(2.1), we have 
w  (Pl+E)hl+E+‘) > log Ia,1 +‘/q (2.3) 
for all n > Q(E), where E > 0 is arbitrarily small. Now 
M(u)< f Ja,l eO*n= 2 Ia,1 euAn t 2 Ia,\ euAn. 
n=1 II=1 n,+ 1 
Using (2.3), we have 
M(u) -c 5 \a,( e”*n + 5 exp[(u --A)&, + (An)(P~t E)‘“‘l+Etl)]. (2.4) 
II=1 not 1 
Considering the function 
value of P(A) is given for 
~(~)=(u-A)~+~'~~+~)'(~~~~~'), the maximum 
i Pl +E ) 
(p,+ Et 1) 
I=/l*= ~@‘+E + l)(A -u)\ 
and the maximum value is given by 
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We choose a number h such that 0 < h < 1 and define a positive integer m 
such that 
Then for n > m, 
[ 
p,+c+l 
I 
(P,+E+I) 
/l,>,/l* 
@I +&lo -h) ’ 
or 
1 (-4&l <- 1-h ( ) - (&I) 
(P,tw(P,t~t1) * 
Hence (2.4) can be rewritten as 
M(a) < O(l) + 2 exdW*)l n=not 1
+ f exp -- 
I &I) 
(PI+ @/(PI+ Et 1) 
n 
n=m+1 I* 
Now, from (2.2), we have, for all large values of n, 
log n < (6 + E)@,)“, 
or, 
(2.6) 
(PI+w(P,+Et I) < 
(PI+ N(I(p,+ E+ 1) 
It can be easily verified that the series C exp[-K(log n)“] converges for 
K > 0 and p > 1. Further, from the choice of a, we have 
@*+E) >1 
d&+&+1) * 
Hence the infinite series in the above estimate of M(o) converges to a finite 
number. Thus we have 
M(o) < O(1) + m exp[P(A *)] 
or, 
log M(a) < o( 1) + log m + P(A *). 
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Again from (2.5) and (2.6), we have 
logm < 
(6 + &)(A - qw+ c+ 1) 
(1 -h) ab,+ &+I) 
and from the value of P(A*) we have 
P(A*) = 0(1)(/f - u)-(pl+? 
Combining (2.7) and (2.8), we have 
log M(u) < O( l)(A - 0)-(p1+ F)* 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Again using the fact that A - a N 1 - eumA as u--t A, we get, on proceeding 
to limits, 
p = !_I”, sup 
log + log M(a) 
-log(l -pupa) “‘* 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Remark. If (1.2) holds, then (2.2) also holds for any a > 0, and we get 
(1.3) as a particular case of the Theorem proved above. However, the 
converse is not true. Hence the Theorem proved in this paper is a 
generalization of (1.3). 
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